Kandinsky

Learning Pathways Preschool
January Newsletter
Artist of the Month—Wassily Kandinsky
Composer—Phillipe Gaubert
Letters of the Month— Bb, Nn, Ii,Yy
Zero the Hero
Themes-Continue with Classic Stories, Winter, Antarctic and Arctic Animals,
The Properties of Water

Gaubert

We would like to extend a big “ thank you” to all of our wonderful families for attending
the holiday celebration and for your thoughtful gifts. December was a whirlwind of
projects and activities. As the holidays approached, so did the excitement and
anticipation. Our children are demonstrating progress in all areas, especially in phonics,
literacy and small motor skills. This has been so rewarding for us to see.
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January Additional Kindergarten Curriculum
Literacy:
Continue with irregular vowel blends. Discussions focused on the beginning, middle
and end of a story. Discussions focused on the characters, setting, and main idea of
stories read during reading group. Understanding the difference between informational
and fictional text. Write and illustrate your own story. Work in journals. Sight words
sentences and diagraphs. Discuss causes of events in a story. Assist students in posing
questions to get information or clarify something that is not understood. Identify
problems and pose solutions. Build understanding of the relationship between
illustrations and the text in which they appear. Identify ways the author of a story
supports points in texts. Use a combination of drawing, dictation and writing to narrate
events in the order in which they happened.
Math:
Subtraction of zero and one, focusing on 0-10. Introduce the value of coins.
Number stories and number sentences (Processing and translating information given in
the number stories to number sentences). Two-digit numbers plus one.
Themes:
Classic stories, Winter, Antarctic and Arctic Regions and the animals that inhabit
them, the properties of water and the water cycle.

